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Editor's Note

October has rolled to an end, and we

come to but one inevitable conclusion-

the festive season is fading away. Much

like fall, and the brilliance of the many

hues it brings with itself, Durga Puja for

us human touch- starved Bengalis

brought with it the prospect of 5 days

filled with love, glory, and hope. But all

good things must come to an end, and so

it goes- it’s finally over. Leaves, the

colour of pain find their way to the

ground, and with them, Maa her way

back to Kailash.

Indrayani Bhadra

We at Monograph understand and sympathise with the hollowness perhaps

everyone is feeling in their hearts right now, so our second issue promises to

relive some of that vibrant culture and art Bengalis are perhaps best known

for. Deep from within the hearts of young people around the country comes

something that perhaps best reflects the spirit of the City of Joy - a collection

of poems and stories so unforgettable that they will linger like the smell of

dhunuchi in the air, or the echoing reverberation of the dhaak and the beats

that brought us to life these past few days.  I apologise for how emotional   I

have made this editor’s note- it is perhaps not the best reflection of

professionalism, but I have strongly held that Art can only be fruitful if it can

rip masks off and hold true faces in all their beauty and flaws. One of my

favourite poems poses a very important question- How do we forgive

ourselves for all the things that we did not become? If there’s anything that I

hope to leave you with today, it is this question. Let us not forget who we

aspire to be, what stories we aspire to write for ourselves, and what Art we

aspire to create. May the second edition of Monograph feel like a hot cup of

cocoa on a December morning in Kolkata- warm, and reminiscent of home.

“The most we can do is to write- intelligently, creatively, critically,

evocatively- about what it is like living in the world at this time.”

Asche bochor abar hobe, bochor bochor hotei hobe! 



July, 64 A.D, Rome. 

    A fire, unlike anything the Romans had ever seen before tore apart the city. Rome wasn't built in a day,

that's common knowledge. However, it's steep descent into obscurity is usually credited to one single

incident - The Great Fire. Half the population dead, the other half homeless; the city a smoking pile of

dust, debris and charred corpses; the emperor declared a public enemy -  Rome, unable to bear it's own

decadence, simply collapsed. 

    The Roman Republic had been replaced by the Roman Empire in 27 BC - thus replacing oligarchy

with autocracy and development with stagnation and decline. While Octavius did manage to usher in an

era of peace, his successors were less than successful. The Roman Principate was founded by Octavius to

prevent further civil war in the already declining Roman Civilization, however, while the pax romana

was successful, it was short-lived, broadly speaking. In my experience, and in those of countless others,

successors seldom measure up to their predecessors - this is a well-established rule, which I shall

henceforth refer to Nero's Razor.

"The rightful successor is most likely the wrong one." 

                                                                                            -Nero's Razor  

    Now, like a good writer, I shall explain the terms used in this statement. By rightful successor, I should

clarify, I refer not to the heirs selected by the numerous Ladies of Lakes, but to those who were expected

to be the next-in-line. The "rightful successor" need not prove his worth, he simply needs to be born into

the ruling family. Augustus had proved himself, but the fifth Roman Emperor, the adopted heir of

Claudius, Nero had not. 

SONGS OF SUPPRESSION
AND REVOLUTION

Anuraag Das Sarma



He was simply born into the Julio-Claudian dynasty, and

came to power simply by being at the right place at the right

time. He was, by all means, the rightful successor. He came

into power when he was seventeen, and when his mother

tried to dominate his decisions, he had her killed. Nero was

neither a skillful tactician, nor a hardened warrior - he was

the wrong heir - rightful, yet the wrong choice. Rome had

turned into a decadent city - loose morals and hedonistic

lifestyles brought down it's social and cultural importance. It

fell and it fell hard and fast. Many, in fact believe, that Nero,

who was in his villa at Antium, 35 miles away, orchestrated

the Great Fire - all to build his Golden Palace. While this

story may not be entirely true, most of the surviving

population believed it which goes to show that Nero was seen

by many as a selfish, debauched tyrant. Thus, Nero's razor

holds true. The rightful successor was the wrong one.

    Nero is believed (at-least by some accounts) to have

played the cithara and to have sung about the destruction of

Troy, all while watching Rome burn to ashes.This rumor

cemented Nero's reputation as an ineffective ruler - one that

continues to this day. However, 64 A.D. cannot exactly be

classified as the Fall of The Roman Empire- for that title is

earmarked for the year 394 A.D. Rather, this "Fall" that I talk

about refers to the end of the Classical period in Rome's

history. With the nuances, out of the way, let us now focus on

the significance of Nero's (alleged) act. He sang of Troy's

defeat while his own city burned.

 For the uninitiated, the Roman's are believed to be the
descendants of Trojans. This is why the Romans loathed the
Greek Civilization - something that carried on well into the middle
ages where Dante, in his magnum opus, 'The Divine Comedy'
included most Greek philosophers and heroes in hell, all while
he, along with Virgil (The Roman author of The Aeneid) climbed
into heaven. Even Virgil's inclusion is a significant one, for the
Aeneid concerns itself with Aeneas, a Trojan warrior, who
traveled to Italy and became the ancestor of the Roman race.



The act of singing in times of crises is nothing new -

however, it is mostly reserved for the oppressed classes.

This is what separated Nero from the other tyrants, who

might've simply laughed at their own megalomaniacal

deeds, unless you're Hitler, in which case you decide to

invade Poland. Now, this article demands for a trip down

the streets of history, and as a writer, it is my duty to

follow it. I find myself now in a relatively modern part of

history, untouched by modern technology, but on the

verge of discovering it.  I find myself in the new world - a

world of promises: Post-revolution America. 

    Now, even during the time of the Revolution, the North

and the South had different economies, and as is often the

case, this resulted in them developing different ideologies.

The South, with it's large plantations, concerned itself

with agriculture while the North leaned more towards

commercial activities. Hamilton, with his industrial

vision, wanted to rapidly industrialize the North while

Jefferson wanted a republic of property-owning farmers

and slave-traders. One thing about post-revolution United

States of America is that it was exactly that - United

States. Your National Identity mattered less than the State

you belonged to. Think of it as an archaic version of the

European Union (Albeit, comparatively more functional).

South still did believe, even if it was a little bit, that

slavery was immoral and they did know that some day, in

the far future, it would become obsolete. However, slaves

were the backbone of their economy, and they were less

than willing to do away with slavery.

While the South poured all their capital into land and slaves,
the North rapidly industrialized. Train tracks and canals were
built, factories were erected, immigrants settled in - all of
these contributed to the social and economic development of
the North. The South on the other hand, slowly but surely
stagnated.



Alexander Hamilton proposed internal improvements for the

country i.e the creation of proper roads, bridges, canals etc. It

was supposed to not only stimulate local businesses but also

lead to National Greatness. This was seen by  the Northerners

as a brilliant strategic move, and  by all means, it was.

However, for the agricultural South, it appeared to be

devastating. The South saw Hamilton's plan as something

that would only benefit one section of the country. The South

saw this system of high tariffs and infrastructure spending

(that too funded by those with vested banking interests) as

inherently corrupt and oh-so-elitist. All the South wanted was

land, Oh! And how could I  forget, they also wanted slaves.

As a property-owning, slave-touting plantation-owner, what

you really feared was the abolition of slavery, and as

Manifest Destiny (The people who  claim that America

wasn't imperial definitely don't know about Manifest

Destiny) took shape, these fears grew. For how could one

abolish slavery if not by including more and more of  the so-

called "Free-States". Thus began a race for territory in

general, and power in particular.

Now, think of the slaves - the African Americans being whipped
in the fields and flogged in broad daylight. They were bought and
sold like common household objects, treated cruelly and given
next to nothing to eat. They however had the power of song.
Modern music, and even retro jazz or hard rock, employ the
usage of polyrhythms. Polyrhythm is the simultaneous use of two
or more rhythms that are not readily perceived as deriving from
one another, or as simple manifestations of the same meter.
While Western music focused heavily on the primary beat of the
song, Sub-Saharan music focused on the secondary beats of the
song. This further led to the development of the art of
syncopation, and the cultural exchange between the two
communities led to the formation of the blues, jazz, rock and
several other genres we listen to today. The reason I spoke of
this at length, is because, none of these genres would be
possible without the Slave Songs of the United States.



First published as a book in 1867 by Northern abolitionists William Francis Allen, Lucy McKim

Garrison and Charles Pickard Ware, we owe the development of modern music to this one book,

and by extension to the men and women who recognized the power of music as a medicinal form of

art. In a world that cared very little about them, they found music and they held on to it, and they

passed it down from generation to generation.

These songs however were mostly gospel songs. The power of song as a means of conveying

information and escape however was hidden from them till the mid-19th century. The Songs of The

Underground Railroad  were spiritual and work songs used during the early-to-mid 19th century in

the United States to encourage and convey coded information to escaping slaves as they moved

along the various Underground Railroad routes.

One such coded Underground Railroad song is "Follow the Drinkin' Gourd".The song's title is believed to
be a reference to the star formation known as the Big Dipper, the pointer stars of which align with the
North Star. In this song, the repeated line "Follow the Drinkin' Gourd" is thus often interpreted as
instructions to escaping slaves to travel north by following the North Star, leading them to the northern
states, Canada, and freedom: The song is believed to include escape instructions and a map from Mobile,
Alabama up the Tombigbee River, over the divide to the Tennessee River, then downriver to where the
Tennessee and Ohio rivers meet in Paducah, Kentucky.



When the Sun comes back And the first

quail calls 

Follow the drinking gourd, 

For the old man is a-waiting for to carry

you to freedom 

If you follow the drinking gourd 

 

The riverbank makes a very good road. 

The dead trees will show you the way. 

Left foot, peg foot, traveling on, Follow

the drinking gourd. 

 

The river ends between two hills

Follow the drinking gourd. 

There’s another river on the other side 

Follow the drinking gourd. 

 

When the great big river meets the little

river Follow the drinking gourd. 

For the old man is a-waiting for to carry

to freedom 

If you follow the drinking gourd. 



1863. Lincoln delivered the now famous

Gettysburg address. 9th May, 1865, the Civil

War had been won. Slavery was abolished.

However, life for the colored man was not

an easy one. Segregation of schools, in fact,

is still a problem that the United States of

America faces. Let us now jump a century

ahead, to the 20th Century. Black men and

women are discriminated against, beaten,

lynched, systematically oppressed and

brutally suppressed. And just when it all

seems to be getting worse, they find the one

thing that saved them all those years back

in the Underground Railroad. They find

music. Blues originated in the 1920s and

soon found a fan base. Wailing, emotional

vocals, coupled with the harsh sounds of a

steel stringed slide guitar, charmed America

and in less than 20 years, white men and

women(This is still Jim Crow America mind

you) started following suit. Then came Jazz.

Nina Simone, Art Tatum, John Coltrane,

Miles Davis - all stalwarts of the genre; all

survivors of harsh racism.



I had just finished doing an Armed Forces

Day broadcast, you know, Voice of

America and all that bullshit. I had just

walked this pretty white girl named Judy

out to get a cab. She got in the cab, and

I’m standing there in front of Birdland

wringing wet because it’s a hot, steaming,

muggy night in August. 

This white policeman comes up to me and

tells me to move on. I said, “Move on, for

what? I’m working downstairs. That’s my

name up there, Miles Davis,” and I pointed

to my name on the marquee all up in lights.

He said, “I don’t care where you work, I

said move on! If you don’t move on I’m

going to arrest you.” 

I just looked at his face real straight and

hard, and I didn’t move. Then he said,

“You’re under arrest!” He reached for his

handcuffs, but he was stepping back…I

kind of leaned in closer because I wasn’t

going to give him no distance so he could

hit me on the head… A crowd had

gathered all of a sudden from out of

nowhere, and this white detective runs in

and BAM! hits me on the head. I never saw

him coming. Blood was running down the

khaki suit I had on. 

 -Miles Davis 



I'll also like to mention a certain Billie

Holiday - a fierce and strong woman who

was tormented by her own demons. She was

addicted to drugs, but she wasn't allowed to

get better by the then CIA chief, all because

she would not stop singing and speaking out

against racism. I am including here, the

lyrics to one of her songs, a song that I

believe should be  made mandatory to listen

to. This is called Strange Fruit.

Southern trees bear a strange fruit 

Blood on the leaves and blood at the root 

Black bodies swinging in the Southern

breeze 

Strange fruit hanging from the poplar trees 

Pastoral scene of the gallant South 

The bulging eyes and the twisted mouth 

Scent of magnolias sweet and fresh 

Then the sudden smell of burning flesh 

Here is a fruit for the crows to pluck 

For the rain to gather, for the wind to suck 

For the sun to rot, for the tree to drop 

Here is a strange and bitter crop

Now that you've read the lyrics to the song,

know this: Billie Holiday died because she

sang this song. 



One can, at this juncture, point out that Louis Armstrong, one of the Jazz Greats, wrote ‘What A Wonderful
World’ around the same time. That, my dear readers, was an optimistic view on life, a view Louis
Armstrong often referred to when he sang. However, there's a lot of difference between art and the artist.

“My life is my music. They would beat me on the mouth if I marched, and without my mouth I wouldn’t be
able to blow my horn … they would beat Jesus if he was black and marched.”

- Louis Armstrong

Armstrong lived in the age of lynching, of assassination. Anyone who spoke for the black community was
shot down in the streets like a rabid dog. He knew the world and he knew how ‘wonderful’ it truly was.

Music has always been weirdly intertwined with oppression and suppression. It is not for the faint-hearted.
Nazi Germany had their own songs and so did the millions of Jews sentenced to the gas chambers. But
we remember Wladyslaw Szpilman. We do not remember the Nazi composers.



Kafka On The
Shore

Rushali Mukherjee

If you wish to delve into the world of urban

fantasy, then “Kafka on the Shore” by

Japanese author Haruki Murakami is just the

book for you. Published by “Vintage”, the

cover of the paperback, just like all his other

books, maintains the incredible ability of

expressing the basic idea of the book with the

help of a few elements.By using the colours

black, red and white, it depicts a cat and the

side profile of a boy merging into each other

which is symbolic of the two parallel stories

running throughout the book.



This book revolves around a boy's odyssey through a metaphysical

reality - that of a strong headed teenage boy named Kafka Tamura,

who runs away from home to escape a gruesome prophecy and to

look for his missing mother and sister; and of an aging man named

Nakata, who could not quite recover from his childhood trauma

during the war and has the unusual ability of communicating with

cats. Their journey remains as mysterious to them as to us, as they

encounter a rainstorm of fishes, a man by the name of Johnny

Walker who tortures cats by tearing their hearts out, and a girl that

resembles Kafka’s missing sister. There is a morbid murder, and

the identity of the victim and the perpetrator is a riddle, yet this is

answered eventually, just as the entwined destinies of Kafka and

Nakata are eventually revealed, with one escaping his fate entirely

and the other having a fresh start of his own as his journey comes

to an end.

Like all his other books, namely “Hard Boiled Wonderland and the

End of the World” and “1Q84”, he writes about two individual

characters with their own stories who eventually cross paths,

usually at the end of the novel. He uses simple words to create

complex ideas, along with a surreal setting, thus abiding by the

genre of magical realism.The pace of the story is gradual, but the

sudden turn of events at certain instances in the book will keep you

turning your page continuously. Unlike his other books, the

chapters do not have interesting names pertaining to its content.

Instead, they are numbered in serial order alternating between the

stories of Kafka and Nakata. The heart wrenching stories of the

characters will be embedded in your memory for a long time.

As always, Murakami uses the magic of his writing to bring out the

deepest of emotions so be you 17 or 56, you always see the story in

a different light every time you read it.

The book is available at 499 INR at all leading book stores if you

wish to grab a copy.



Cargo Anwesh Banerjee

.

 

 Is Cargo the first Hindi space film? I did a quick Google search because I couldn’t
think of a single other one. Dara Singh made Chand Par Chadayee in 1967, but this
might be the first one that follows in the tradition of the space films we know from the
West. So, just for that, it’s a major milestone movie. But director Arati Kadav goes
further and adds a mytho-fantasy layer to the classic sci-fi space film.

Cargo is set in 2027. The rakshas or demons we know from our myths have evolved into
a humanoid race that sends astronauts into space to live in spacecraft known as
Pushpaks to help ferry the dead into reincarnation. All this is so skilfully done that we
barely realise that Kadav has very successfully married the melodramatic trope of the
afterlife to the quietude of the Hollywood space film. Questions of the soul are par for
the course in space, Hollywood has taught us: space missions helped Ryan Gosling as
Neil Armstrong come to terms with his daughter’s death in First Man and Brad Pitt to
reunite with his long-lost father in Ad Astra. Here, too, Kadav has Important Questions
to ask: what is the meaning of life? What is its purpose? What is the point of living well
if those who live badly die just like the rest of us? But these questions are dealt with so
lightly, so quietly, with such a meditative touch, that they almost go unnoticed.



Indeed, I watched Cargo twice before I wrote a single word of this review. The second time, I skipped

through the scenes I knew, but lingered on the ones I didn’t pick up on the first time. (This, of course, is

the great advantage of the streaming release. When I reviewed Matthias & Maxime, I went back and

watched some of the scenes again just so I could absorb them fully.) But before I say more, let me

recount what this film is about. Prahastha (a brooding Vikrant Massey, so serious that his occasional

smile comes out like the sun) is the sole Post-Death Transition Services agent/rakshas aboard one of the

many Pushpak spacecraft that help the dead cleanse themselves before reincarnation. He solemnly goes

about his job, receiving the newly dead (the eponymous cargo), divesting them of all their worldly

belongings, wiping their memories and then sending them off. One day, his overseer Nitigya sir (Nandu

Madhav is just as sweet as he was in Harishchandrachi Factory), who communicates with him via video

from Earth, informs him that he has been assigned an assistant. Prahastha is resistant, but he has no

choice. Before long, he is joined by Yuvishka (Shweta Tripathi), and together they carry out their

duties. Yuvishka, like any other rakshas, has a special power: she can heal the dead, wipe their bodies

of any wounds they have sustained. She is perkier than Prahastha (Tripathi is so good at perky) and her

methods are more evolved than his. This causes some initial friction, but when she successfully

demonstrates her healing power, Prahastha is reluctantly impressed.

But very soon, after encountering several less than satisfied dead people, Yuvishka begins to question

the meaning of it all. She makes regular vlogs for her online followers and in one she asks, if, after we

die, all the stories we were involved in die too, what was the point of everything? She realises that

death negates (or at least renders useless) all our earthly actions and relationships. This feeling of

disillusionment causes her to lose her healing powers.



Eventually, we, the viewers, come to see that Prahastha has also been through a similar period of

questioning and that his response has been to become hardened and cynical about the ways of life. This is

brought out in a delicate scene about three-quarters of the way through (one of those that needs more than

one viewing), where Kadav and her actors, in the best way, say a lot by saying little.

The film’s pensive tone and pacing are matched by Shezan Shaikh’s contemplative score, which relies on

both silences and piano. But Cargo is never plodding or depressing; this is because Kadav runs small

threads of humour through her scenes. One time, an entire wedding party dies in a bus crash and turns up

in Prahastha and Yuvishka’s Pushpak, creating a brouhaha in the otherwise quiet confines of the craft.

Another time Prahastha goes to bed in a t-shirt whose slogan reads, ‘Keep calm, you’re already dead’.

Then there’s the Hinglish pop song that Yuvishka jams to; its words go ‘I’m your forget-me-not, I’m

always in your thoughts, dil mein hai, there’s no doubt, you’re my forget-me-not!’ (I advise watching this

film with subtitles on.)

Cargo works like a quiet charm. I enjoyed the production design (complete with e-newspapers whose

headlines scream, ‘YANTRIK RAKSHAS PROTEST BREAKS OUT’) and special effects, and then I

slowly realised that the film was saying more than what may appear at first glance. It’s so carefully made,

with small clues dropped silently well before a reveal, that writing too much about it seems to puncture its

effect. Ultimately, it gives meaning to that line from Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone: ‘After all,

to the well-organised mind, death is but the next great adventure.’

Cargo streams on Netflix.



My Neighbour's Window
Anuraag Das Sarma

Aranya Sen - a name hardly heard in film circles. However, get used to hearing this name

thrown about and put in lists of great auteurs. 

My Neighbour's Window is a wonderful short film. The kind that wins film festivals; and it's

directed by a boy hardly out of school. It is an art film (Surprise! Surprise!) but it succeeds in

not falling into the high-brow, pseudo-intellectual drivel that is the current art-film milieu. It

begins with Bertrand Russell(As did modern British Philosophy and if you do not agree with

me on this, fight me) and at this point you might go,"Oh, no wonder Anuraag likes the film!

It has Russell. This is definitely a biased review," hear me out. Russell's inclusion did nothing

to influence me. Rather, the way he was included in the workings of the film was what

impressed me - and that can only be construed as a compliment to Aranya's wonderful vision

for cinema.

"Philosophy is summed up completely," says Russell," In these two questions. What is

matter? Never mine.What is mine? No matter." Mind you, this was not Russell's point of

view but rather his family's.  His family had a "Horror of Philosophy"( This statement almost

always brings to my mind the idea for a Pythonesque sketch. Imagine, if you will, the ghosts

of Liebnitz, Heidegger, Hegel, Schoppenhauer and Nietzsche bullying the ghost of Hitler).

Now, coming back to the matter at hand, this fear of Philosophy is what made Russell take it

up, and is what, I believe, shaped this film. What Aranya manages to do has been rarely done

in cinema - he manages to hold on and focus on a single idea. No distractions.



The window, by all accounts, represents

philosophical thought. Aranya even refers

to it directly. The window, hence can be

considered to be a veritable Pandora's box-

filled both with hope and with destruction.

Thus, it houses the Horrors of Philosophy,

for Man is scared of two things - (1)

of what he doesn't know and (2) of the

person who knows too much. These two

are the protagonists of the film. The

perpetually closed window representing

the former and the narrator representing

the latter. What do you get when you pit

two of man's greatest fears against each

other? This perhaps was best answered by

a Socrates (a man who really did know

a lot) when he said," All I know is that

I know nothing." The man who knows

too much loses (He becomes a sad little

nihilist and listens to goth music at 3 in the

morning while smoking a cigarette). Aah!

The Socratic Paradox - one for the ages. 

The narrator writes and sketches and

talks of the importance of art (very subtly

mind you) and once he has exhausted

himself intellectually, he realizes that his

search for what lies behind the window is

meaningless, just like all his endeavours.

The search for meaning is inherently

flawed as there is no meaning, or so he

concludes.



Now, you might say, "Oh, another soppy old nihilist piece of work! Boo!"  to which again, I shall

reply," Hear me out." Yes, the film is nihilist but it is not inherently so. Rather, the film's nihilistic

conclusion is a breath of fresh air. He savours the philosophical argument he has within himself - he

writes, he draws, he looks - he does everything he can do before finally coming to a decision. The

narrator is an artist - and to be a nihilist artist requires sheer will and commitment. For knowing that

what you do has no meaning, yet still doing it, is a brave and thankless job. 

The window is a symbol of hopelessness to the narrator - for it houses the big questions philosophy is

yet to answer. The narrator, not knowing what to make of the closed window, proceeds to make

beautiful, loving art before finally realising the worthlessness of it all. This is when Aranya establishes

himself as a wonderful director - by stating that his own window is closed too. This is the moment when

he comes to the same conclusion as Socrates. He knows nothing, for he never opened his window.

Aranya, Monograph wishes you the best of luck going forward!



Dolly, Kitty Aur Woh

Chamakte Sitaare
Anwesh Banerjee

I had been intrigued by the ‘woh’ in the title of Alankrita Shrivastava’s new movie. The ‘chamakte

sitare’ (twinkling stars) part makes sense. Dolly (Konkona Sensharma) is asked by a delivery boy to

give him five stars for his services and Kaajal (Bhumi Pednekar) remarks that despite being afraid of

the dark she knows that it’s only at night that the stars come out. But ‘woh’ (those) suggests distance, as

though the stars are not quite within their reach. It reminded me of one of my favourite quotes by Oscar

Wilde: ‘We are all in the gutter, but some of us are looking at the stars.’ Dolly and Kaajal, cousins, are

both living difficult lives, but I think that both of them are indeed looking at the stars.

I wouldn’t be surprised to learn that Shrivastava also thought of this particular line from Lady

Windermere’s Fan. After all, this is a film that references both William Blake (To see a world in a grain

of sand/And a heaven in a wild flower/Hold infinity in the palm of your hand/And eternity in an hour)

and Virginia Woolf (someone needs ‘a room of her own’).

Of course, you don’t have to make these associations to enjoy Dolly Kitty Aur Woh Chamakte Sitare.

Part of its charm – and this was also true of Shrivastava’s previous film, the ‘lady-oriented’ Lipstick

Under My Burkha – is its grounding in the very desi environs of Greater Noida. The characters are not

upper class, English-educated city slickers. In fact, they are the very contrary: Dolly and Kaajal are

from a backward caste in Bihar. Kaajal moves to Greater Noida to find work and escape an arranged

marriage, and she briefly stays in Dolly’s home. Dolly is married to Amit (Aamir Bashir) and has two

young children, besides a small-time job at an office where it is assumed she will make tea for her

colleagues.



Kaajal, uncomfortable at Amit’s unwanted advances, decides to find accommodation in a hostel. In the

process, she quits a perfectly serviceable job in a shoe factory (I couldn’t fully make out why) and takes up

a more questionable one at a nighttime call centre. Here, she is an employee of the Red Rose app, where

she fields phone calls under the persona of Kitty from lonely gentleman callers and gives them, over the

phone, what she can in terms of sexual/romantic satisfaction. The first time she does this, she is unsure and

almost in tears, but she quickly gains confidence in what she sees as a well-paying, reliable job – plus she

gets free food!

Meanwhile, Dolly has her own set of problems. She and her husband share an unfulfilling sex life. Her

younger child, Pappu, is displaying ‘troubling signs’: wearing a bra to school, visiting the girls’ loo (‘it

makes me feel more like a girl’), wishing to visit the doll museum with the girls instead of the train

museum with the boys. And, on top of all this, Dolly finds herself drawn to an attractive young delivery boy

named Osman Ansari (Amol Parashar, who is wonderful).

Each woman has to face her fears and her desires. The desires of women is one of Shrivastava’s favourite

themes, and they are once again front and centre here. Dolly Kitty is very much a companion piece to

Lipstick, and not just because it reunites Shrivastava with both Sensharma and Vikrant Massey. Here, too,

repressed and tough lives are the focus. All the characters are hiding something, or struggling with

something. There’s Pappu, of course. Kaajal’s friend Shazia (Kubbra Sait, who is unfortunately handed a

stock free-spirit character) is having a fling with a rapper whose older brother is a local Hindutva political

goon, and so advises his brother to dump his Muslim girlfriend.



Kaajal’s co-worker Juhi takes her to a ‘party’, which turns out to be the sort of event where men eye and

pick up call girls. When things go south for a soused Kaajal, she flees, weeping. In the taxi, she asks the

driver to play bhajans, as if to cleanse herself.

Luckily, Shrivastava elects not to underline this touching moment, a restraint she doesn’t extend to all

parts of the movie. When Dolly comes into her own later in the film, she decides to make a cup of tea

at work just for herself. The men around her stare, and then Shrivastava ruins the epiphany somewhat by

having Dolly say something along the lines of ‘I’ve only just begun to enjoy the taste of tea.’ Another

time, a character explains that she is ‘thandi’, which is the reason she hasn’t had sex in two years.

You can see Shrivastava wondering whether her SoBo audience will understand this, so the character

explains, ‘English mein frigid kehtay hain.’

There is also some psychological probing to do with Dolly’s mother, which is pretty underdeveloped.

Neelima Azeem turns up as the mother, a woman who felt stifled in her life and left her family. This was

so long ago that both Dolly and she need a second to recognise one another. In the brief and slightly

awkward scene that follows, Dolly attempts to figure out whether her ‘problems’ (her lack of arousal,

Pappu) have origins in her mother’s flight: this is something her husband has suggested. But this film

has just too much going on to shoulder hand-wringing about mommy issues, so it skirts around this

aspect.

Instead, it wants us to pay attention, obviously, to

Dolly and Kitty. Whatever they may have going on

in their lives, they always have one another. Where

Shrivastava really scores is in refusing to make

them blazing feminist icons. Dolly is suspicious of

Kaajal’s way of life, repeatedly branding her a slut.

Kaajal always fires back in her own defence (she

once labels Dolly an aunty for swapping her sarees

for a purple top while retaining her mangalsutra),

but she has secret misgivings too. Meanwhile,

Dolly comes down like a tonne of bricks on Pappu,

who, now I come to think of it, may be the one truly

feminist icon here: when Dolly finds Pappu at the

doll museum decked out in a dress, all Pappu says is,

‘You’ll beat me at home, so let me enjoy myself for

now.’



Both Dolly and Kaajal do questionable things, but neither is judged, or branded a bitch. This is a

movie about women finding themselves and living not for men but for one another; yet, the men

aren’t dicks. In fact, when Kaajal is ill-treated by a man, you feel less angry with him than frustrated

that Kaajal was foolish enough to trust someone she barely knew. Dolly’s husband Amit may be

making passes at his sister-in-law, but then is Dolly entirely faithful to him? And does he ever force

himself on her?

I liked these shadings very much, because they make these people real. Shrivastava knows what

women want and how they want it – this film is an excellent example of what can be achieved

when a woman tells a woman’s story. And there is a welcome attention to detail, whether it’s a

mother reprimanding her child with the trademark ‘mm-mm-mm-mm’ when she’s on the phone,

or another child counting the floors of the building he’s going to live in. The detail reaches even

the less fleshed-out supporting players: there is an awareness, for instance, of what it means to be

a Muslim for Shazia and Osman in an increasingly saffronised India. This saffronisation makes

a reappearance in the rather bizarre climax, though, which involves (I’m not making this up) a

gigantic blow-up vagina, a speech about the empowerment of women and a shootout.

Shrivastava chronicles the lives, loves and lust of these small-town women with colour and verve;

what her screenplay lacks occasionally in depth or subtlety she makes up for in humour and by

bringing out solid work from all her actors. Konkona Sensharma wrote on her Instagram on Friday,

“Grateful to get a good role after so long.” With filmmakers like Shrivastava around, she won’t have

to fret for roles, I hope!

Dolly Kitty Aur Woh Chamakte Sitare streams on Netflix.



We all know of the original 
Disney musicals like Snow White,
Cinderella, and whatnot. But Disney has recently stopped releasing them,
concentrating more on the live-action remakes of animated movies. But
most of us agree that Disney is slowly losing its path, which was glaringly
obvious after the Lion King remake (which still gives me nightmares), so I
must ask, is it really worth it?

Looking at the history of Disney musicals, I think not. But let me explain
why, starting all the way from the historic 2006. Fair warning - I’m
including pro-shots available on Disney+ (mostly so I can include
Hamilton and Newsies) and live action movies (like Camp Rock) so don’t
be surprised when I mention them. 
To Idina Menzel and beyond!

 A Not-So-Comprehensive Review 

 of Modern Disney Musicals

Iipsha Bhaduri



High School Musical : The Franchise 
All of us at one point have thirsted after
Zac Efron, even if you’re not attracted to
the male sex - which makes High School
Musical and its three movies iconic for its
soundtracks, bops, childhood loves, and the
crushing realization that love is never
going to be perfect and it will probably take
you years to find the person for you, even
if you do. 

While there are some very, very
problematic scenes and characters (look no
further than Bop to the Top in the first
instalment) these three movies may have
just shaped some of our childhoods, and
maybe even Disney’s money-making
tactics, being the first movie franchise to
get its own DVD game (and if you don’t
remember those, I’m sorry for your
childhood).

With amazing songs like Get Your Head In The Game (fun fact, the only
basketball move Troy ever does is fake right and break left) and I Don’t
Dance (Ryan was the original gay icon). It was a huge earning franchise for
the Disney executives, and the nostalgia even prompted them to reboot the
movies in a very confusing show, which I would’ve loved to talk about, but
unfortunately it doesn’t fit the category.
All in all, this paved the way for long-running musical franchises in Disney
Channel Original movies, and Corbin Bleu’s iconic, “You don’t want to end
up on my mom’s fridge, right?”

Camp Rock : The Franchise
First, a question - which Jonas brother was your favourite? 
(Mine was Joe. Very predictable. His hair might just be the reason for that,
and Ruby Rose having the same haircut now reaffirms that.)  Camp Rock
kickstarted Demi Lovato’s career, and helped the Jonas brothers reach
even greater heights. While it wasn’t as good as High School Musical  (see



weird Camp Rock dance battle thing), it was just as iconic, and just as
confusing for me because I didn’t understand why Tess and Mitchie
didn’t date (I’ve been a sucker for enemies to lovers since I was a wee
lass) and also Kevin falling for a Camp Star kid (I also love the opposing
sides trope, Romeo and Juliet being a very good exception). 

The world was simpler back then, with another DVD game (see Drew
Gooden’s video to understand how to ace it) and a lot of young boys
dressing up as the Jonas Brothers for Halloween. The songs This Is Me
and of course, Caitlyn’s song (yes, the TikTok meme song) are iconic.
Disney created modern heartthrobs, and may just have struck gold, as
these just continued.

Lemonade Mouth and Teen Beach Movie
I know that the Teen Beach Movie was one of the most watched Disney
Channel Original movies, but I’m grouping them together because the
only contribution they have (to me) is creating a lesbian icon, a
Broadway stalwart, and a Riverdale star.

Lemonade Mouth was about forming a band, and the Teen Beach
Movie was about - well, nothing except a very questionable time
travel thing (honestly, I don’t even know). The songs are great though,
which is the only saving grace of these two movies (except Hayley
Kiyoko and Jordan Fisher, of course) which makes these significant to
Disney, but not too much to pop culture as a whole.



Frozen: The Franchise
Full confession - if I ever have a chance to
meet Idina Menzel, I’d faint on the spot. I
love that woman from the bottom of my
heart, and I will not take criticism. 
Let It Go might have been very annoying
to hear over and over again, but nobody
can deny how amazing the soundtrack of
the first movie is. 

Off of the seminal success of Elphaba in
Wicked and previously, Maureen in Rent,
Idina’s voice is one of an angel’s (will
most of this be me gushing over Idina’s
and Jonathan Groff’s voice? Yes) 
and Jonathan Groff (Kristoff) isn’t far
behind.
Despite the overexposure of Frozen in
popular media, the movie is an amazing
blend of plot, song and animation. Idina’s
high note in Let It Go and Into the
Unknown (fun fact - even though the
note in Into The Unknown sounds
higher, it’s not) is a note of lore, which I
know because despite having a similar
pitch, I sound like a goat being strangled
when I try to reach it. 

Even the two specials hold up, despite
being obvious cash grabs. Jonathan
Groff’s voice of butter serenades us like a
90’s love song in Lost In The Woods and
while the second movie was a little
transparent in terms of plot points (aka it
made no sense) these two movies are
iconic, yes god, *tongue pop*.



Moana
The first appearance of our lord and saviour Lin in this list, Moana is a
breath of fresh air in the Disney animated movie franchises, being about
non-white people and actually respecting their culture.
The artists include many from the Miranda-verse (Christopher Jackson
from In The Heights and Hamilton, Anthony Ramos from Hamilton, and
Pippa Soo from Hamilton doing the original demos) and introduces us to 

Auli’i Cravalho, an actual teenager
playing another actual teenager, again
with the voice of an angel (I’m so
jealous).

What makes Moana even better 
is its use of indigenous choirs and the
intense research that went into the
movie, along with the obvious
boppiness (not a word, I know) of its
musical numbers. 
Dwayne Johnson gives a fantastic
performance as Maui, and it is arguably
one of the best movies that Disney has
put out in the 2010s, putting it up there
with Frozen.

Theatre Pro-Shots - Hamilton: An American Musical and Newsies
Here’s where I fangirl the most, so brace yourself.
Hamilton is an addictive 2.5 hour watch; a beautifully shot live 
performance in the middle of quarantine. 
It melds together a musical style mostly ignored by the bourgeoisie of
Broadway - rap music, and a story which may sound like a soap opera, but is
(mostly) true.

Alexander Hamilton may just have been one of the less-known Founding
Fathers, but this musical (written by our lord and saviour Lin Manuel
Miranda) is one of the most fun musicals that Broadway has seen, 
and brought the mostly-obsolete art form of musical theatre back to the



mainstream. With amazing and jaw
dropping performances from Lin, Pippa
Soo, Renee Elise Goldsberry (stan for
clear skin), Daveed Diggs, Okieriete
Onaodowan, Ariana DeBose, Jasmine
Cephas-Jones, Anthony Ramos, Jonathan
Groff, Leslie Odom Jr and so many more
(I am tempted to write everyone’s names
right now but I am restraining myself, be
thankful), Hamilton removes the usual
white-dominated cast in favour of a
diverse BIPOC cast which keeps rotating. 

While the original cast, in my opinion, is the best, if you do see it on
Broadway after lockdown is over, be sure to bring an umbrella if  Jonathan
Groff is performing.

Newsies may not be one of my favourite musicals, but a vast majority of
theatre kids (read: depressed belters who cry over the delayed releases of
the Wicked and In The Heights movies) are in love with the pro-leftist
message of the musical. Filled with rousing songs about taking down
capitalism and a very satisfying ending, this also warrants a watch if you
like perfect vocals and strikes.

So here is where I ask, with these (and other) amazing musicals up your
sleeve, and singer-songwriters like Kristen Anderson-Lopez, Mark
Mancina, Kara DioGaurdi, and even Lin Manuel Miranda, why release
remakes of old movies? The Lion King remake induced nightmares,
Mowgli was tolerable at best, and both Beauty and the Beast and Aladdin
were highly inaccurate (I’m looking at you, banana-yellow corset-less dress)
and offensive to the eye (and ears). The track record in the box office has
been even worse - at best, celebrities like Will Smith playing the Genie has
brought people to view it in the box office. With more remakes like The
Little Mermaid around the corner (which has already invited uproar
because of no color-conscious casting), is it really worth it for Disney to
convert nostalgia of millennials into millions of dollars, when they can
access the originals anytime from the streaming service Disney+? 
I think not.



The Roy Bari of
Behala
Anuraag Das Sarma

Man's hopefulness for the future (I speak not

for the  nihilists, but for the optimists) is proved

through architecture, and this holds especially

true for the plethora of two and three-storied

buildings built by Colonial architects. Colonial

architecture has always fascinated me, especially

the one's closer to home - in my very own city

of Calcutta. These houses are few and far in

between, for the Promoter-Raj is much like

Vietnam to East India Company's (and later the

Crown's) America. 

Now, let me clarify - I know what went down in

these so-called Bonedi baris (things that would

make a Turkish official in 1914 wince) but

there's a certain form of beauty in inhumanity.

For, while the socio-political scenario changed

dramatically, the house remained the same - the

last vestige of antiquity in a rapidly changing

world. As a personal rule, I never judge the past

- for moral ethics has changed a lot over the past

few centuries, and the most upstanding individual

of the 1800s would be considered a vile creature

by today's standards. The house might be a

product of hedonistic aristocracy, but it is also an

integral part of our history and culture.



Such a house is Behala's Roy Bari, and we've

been fortunate enough to get to speak to

Jyotiraditya Roy - who treats this now historical

site as a month long pujo-home. 

1756. The treasurer at the Bengal Court, Raja

Gajendra Narayan Roy, due to the Bargi attacks,

crossed the Maratha ditch and came to the very

24 Parganas (now Behala) and created a sort-of

establishment where he came to be known as

"Zamindar Babu". Thus begins the tale of the

Roys of Behala - an upstanding aristocratic

family who managed to make it big in a time

period heavily rigged against them (Look no

further than Bankim Chandra's Anandamath

to understand the horrific reality of the Bengal

famine of 1770).

Having made their fortunes through Zamindari,

the Roy's spared no expense while building

the grand and luxurious Roy Bari in 1920.

McIntosh, a name not unknown to architecture

fanatics - credited with building the Lalitha

Mahal Palace in Mysore, built this grand house,

which was commissioned by Amarendra Nath

Roy (The house, also called Amarendra Bhawan

is named after him). It's beautiful white portico

and huge courtyard have witnessed the nation go

from a large colony to a free and independent

nation - and a house filled with such illustrious

men and women definitely had a huge role

to play in India's struggle for independence.

Ambika Charan Roy, for example, helped

Subhas Chandra Bose, both in the form of

money and in kind, when Bose went to Russia.



In this modern age, a common enough

occurrence for houses like this is for their

use in cinema, and the Roy Bari is no

stranger to the glitz and glamour of the

Bengali Film Industry. Satyajit Ray scouted

this location for shooting and Sandip

Ray shot Bosepukure Khoonkharapi and

Gorosthaney Sabdhan here. Other than that,

even illustrious names like Rabindranath

Tagore and Sarat Chandra Chattopadhyay

had ties to the Roy family.

However, the only thing that might be of

more interest to our consumers, than the

history of the house, is the tradition of

Durga Puja, which predates the house.

When, in 1756, Raja Gajendranath Roy,

treasurer for the Mughal Empire, fled the

onslaught of the Maratha Bargis, he brought

with him the Narayan Shila. Thus, on a 26

acre land, known as Rajar Bagan, the first

Roy Bari Durga Puja took place.

While most houses fade with history, it is

comforting to know that Roy Bari, complete

with its collection of vintage statues,

statuettes, busts and antiques, completed a

100 years and hopefully will complete many

more such milestones in the future.



আয়ের �ভালা �খয়াল �খালা
          �পনেদালা নািচেয় আয়, 
আয়ের পাগল আেবাল তােবাল
          ম� মাদল বািজেয় আয় ৷
আয় �যখােন ��াপার গােন
          নাইেকা মােন নাইেকা সরু,
আয়ের �যথায় উধাও হাওয়ায়
          মন �ভেস যায় �কান ্স�ুর ৷
আয় ��াপা–মন ঘিুচেয় বাঁধন
          জািগেয় নাচন তািধন ্িধন,্
আয় �বয়াড়া স�ৃ�ছাড়া
           িনয়মহারা িহসাব–হীন ৷
আজ�িব চাল �ব�ঠক �বতাল
          মাতিব মাতাল রে�েত,
আয়ের তেব ভ�েলর ভেব
          অস�েবর ছে�েত ৷৷

It is with these lines that a certain bespectacled Bengali gentleman welcomes you into his very
own world of insanity, one which the world calls ‘nonsense’.

Theoretically speaking, nonsense literature is a literary genre which endeavors to strike a balance
between the elements of language which make sense with the ones which don’t, allowing for the
subversion of linguistic conventions and commonplace logic. In literary nonsense, certain formal
elements of language and logic that create meaning are balanced by elements that negate
meaning. These formal elements include semantics, syntax, phonetics, context, representation,
and formal diction. The genre is most easily recognizable by the various techniques or devices it
uses to create this balance of meaning and lack of meaning, such as faulty cause and effect,
portmanteau, neologism, reversals and inversions, imprecision (including gibberish),
simultaneity, picture/text incongruity, arbitrariness, infinite repetition, negativity or mirroring,
and misappropriation. Nonsense tautology, reduplication, and absurd precision have also been
used in the nonsense genre. For a text to be within the genre of literary nonsense, it must have an
abundance of nonsense techniques woven into the fabric of the piece. 

However, ‘nonsense’ isn’t a term easily classified – in fact, resistance to being coded, pinned
down and analyzed, or being restricted in any manner may be considered one of its primal

Byakoron Maani Na -

Sukumar and The Abol Tabol Aesthetic

Atri Deb Chowdhury



characteristics. So, feel free to go ahead and scratch that last bit
out. Nonsense, against what the name might suggest, is not 
simply the pure absence of sense. On the contrary, according
to Tim Wigges, literary nonsense usually demonstrates a
“multiplicity of meaning coexisting with a simultaneous 
absence of meaning”. When one thinks about it,
this behavior is reflective of any work of literature and by
extension, of life itself.

Nonsense literature borrows heavily from the books of Dadaism,
surrealism and the obvious absurdism. But, the nonsense philosophy is
closer to Ionesco than Tzara, even though the two were separated by a
few decades. Nonsense doesn’t reject the faculty of reason to prove a
point, but rather gracefully surrenders the same. The fact that
Ionesco himself was given to writing nonsense poems furthers the
claim.

A certain fondness for ambiguity and the absence of a single
discernible “meaning” to a piece of work found its way into
popular culture as well, especially in pop music from the 60’s and
onwards. Seriously, what in the world do you think ‘Slowly walking
down the hall/Faster than a cannonball’ means? Nonsense, however,
as a literary influence was taken up seriously by a few songwriters
of the day including the likes of Donovan, John Lennon and Syd
Barrett (yes, the one from that one rock band you guessed now calm
down already). Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds with its ‘tangerine
trees and marmalade skies’ serves as an example of the same 
where Lennon confirmed that the song’s fantastical imagery was
inspired by a re-reading of Lewis Carroll’s Alice in Wonderland and a

drawing Julian (John’s son) had brought home (steering clear of the strong LSD links). Barrett, on
the other hand, was influenced by the works of Edward Lear, Kenneth Grahame and Hilaire
Belhoc. Note here, that The Piper at the Gates of Dawn, Pink Floyd’s debut album, was in fact a
chapter from Grahame’s Wind in the Willows. 

Although nonsense manifests itself in various forms of literature, this essay deals with the
nonsense verse – a poetic composition which employs the prosodic elements of rhythm and
rhyme coupled with a whimsical and humorous tone to achieve such an effect. Notable poets
include Edward Lear, Lewis Carroll, Mervyn Peake, Spike Gilligan, Dr. Seuss, Colin West, Shel
Silverstein, John Lennon, Eugene Ionesco, Aleksey Konstantinovich Tolstoy, Robert Desnos,
Cees Buddingh and the one poet every housing complex within Bengal endorses during the
pujas – Sukumar Ray.

Besides being one of the first practitioners of literary nonsense in modern India, Sukumar was
an illustrator and a photographer. Sukumar graduated from the Presidency College with double
honours in Physics and Chemistry (I mean…) and then was sent off to England by his father
Upendrakishore Ray Chowdhury, where he trained in photography and printing technology.



Upon his return to India, under the patronage of
Upendrakishore (who himself was a prominent
children’s writer of the time), Sukumar started writing
for Sandesh – a Bengali children’s magazine the former
had started. Sandesh, however, wasn’t Sukumar’s first
venture into nonsense as he had formed a club in his
Presidency days called the Nonsense Club which had a
magazine of its own called Sharey Botrish Bhaja.

As with any other Bengali writer, ignoring the
Rabindranath influence would be nothing short of
heresy, so here goes-- Sukumar was directly
influenced by Tagore, who was in fact a friend of
Upendrakishore’s. Sukumar had pushed for
Rabindranath’s inclusion into the Shadharan Brahmo
Samaj. There have also been records of Sukumar,
Rabindranath Tagore and his nephew Abanindranath
acting in a play ‘Goray Golod’, penned by Tagore
himself, staged at Santiniketan. Something else that
might surprise a few is that Tagore, among other
illustrious names, had written for Sandesh.

In 1915, following Upendrakishore’s demise, Sukumar
succeeded as the editor of Sandesh and helmed its
publication ever since with help from his younger
brother Subinoy. Sukumar, in his later years, collected
all of his poems from the Sandesh issues along with a
few others and compiled them to create the magnum
opus that is Abol Tabol. Abol Tabol comprised 46
titled poems and 7 untitled quatrains. Abol Tabol has
been widely translated by people like Sukanta
Chaudhuri, Sampurna Chatterji and his own son -- the
lesser known Satyajit Ray. Although meant primarily
for children, and containing a strong humorous and
whimsical strain, Ray’s nonsense is highly political. An
analysis of the same calls for historical context.

There’s no denying the fact that Indian children’s
literature was a product of the British colonization of
India. The British administration facilitated a steady
influx of experimental literature from the West which
included the works of Lear and Carroll. On the other
hand, India prided itself on its possession of a rich
familial, oral tradition of folk and fairy tales —
collected, for example, in Dakshina Ranjan Mitra
Majumder’s iconic Thakumar Jhuli (Grandma’s Tales,
1907). With the advent of print culture, there came 



magazines for the consumption of child readers which intended to compete with British
children’s magazine staples (like the Boy’s Own Paper) of which Sandesh published by U.Ray
and Sons, a printing press set up by Upendrakishore, was one. In nineteenth-century Bengal,
it eventually fostered a robust publishing climate that encouraged literature aimed at the
instruction and amusement of Indian children, and that was often modeled upon British and
European literary forms.

Ray's nonsense exemplifies Homi Bhabha’s notion of an empowered hybridity where an
erroneous system of binarisms is rejected to give way to the recognition of the contributions
of different cultural influences with respect to identity formation. This notion of hybridity
resonates through both form and content in Ray's rhymes. Ray’s nonsense was hybrid in the
sense that it blended the Western nonsense literary form with the indigenous Bengali culture.
Nevertheless, Ray’s relationship with hybridity is an ambivalent one.

Ray often uses his literary nonsense as satire, commenting on the colonial society and British
administration of the day. For Ray, a colonial subject, the question of competing cultural

influences is especially crucial. Through the use of metaphors, Ray’s
nonsense becomes a counter-discursive practice that offers a veiled
critique of the social and political environment of his time. Ray’s critique is
oblique, hidden in the guise of children’s nonsense verse. The purpose of
such socio-political commentary is twofold. Firstly, through poems like 

Tyansh Goru, Kimbhut and Khichuri, it
ridicules a certain sect of Indian people who
are all too eager in their unthinking imitation
of different aspects of British society and
culture thus highlighting the negative side to
hybridity and the chaos that a
disproportionate mix of varying influences
and cultures may bring about. Second, it
attempts to subvert and asserts strong disdain
and disregard for the repressive policies and
decrees dictated by the British colonial
government through poems like Ekushey Ain
and Kumropotash. Thus, it is safe to say that
the nonsense poems in Abol Tabol have a
greater purpose to serve, apart from making
no sense and existing simply as offsprings of
a strange man’s fancy, meant to entertain 

simple minds. Or do they ? That is a question Sukumar Ray doesn’t plan on answering.

Sukumar succumbed to kaalajwar at an early age of 36. Needless to say, the man is still relevant in
the modern world – be it in the minds of erudite scholars or the hearts of ordinary Bengali
households, with words like ‘Kumropotash’ and ‘Tyansh’ slipping into the common Bengali
parlance. Ray, with his unparalleled genius, was a prophet to many (Kabir Suman in particular).
Even Tagore, the Grand Old Bard of India, was particularly fond of Sukumar and spoke highly of
him. Tagore even visited Ray in his final days.



�মঘ মলুেুক ঝাপসা রােত, 
রামধনেুকর আব ্ছায়ােত,
তাল �বতােল �খয়াল সেুর,
 তান ধেরিছ ক� পেুর ।
�হথায় িনেষধ নাইের দাদা,
নাইের বাঁধন নাইের বাধা ।
 �হথায় রিঙন আকাশতেল
 �� �দালা হাওয়ায় �দােল
 সেুরর �নশার ঝরনা �ছােট,
 আকাশ কুসমু আপিন �ফােট
রিঙেয় আকাশ, রিঙেয় মন
চমক জােগ �েণ �ণ ।
আজেক দাদা যাবার আেগ
বল ্ব যা �মার িচে� লােগ
নাই বা তাহার অথ� �হাক্
 নাই বা বঝুুক �ববাক্ �লাক
আপনােক আজ আপন হােত
ভািসেয় িদলাম �খয়াল ��ােত ।

ছ�ট্ েল কথা থামায় �ক ?
আজেক �ঠকায় আমায় �ক?
আজেক আমার মেনর মােঝ
ধাঁই ধপাধপ ্তবলা বােজ—
রাম–খটাখট্ ঘ�াঁচাং ঘ�াঁচ্
কথায় কােট কথার প�াঁচ্ ।
আেলায় কােট অ�কার,
ঘ�া বােজ গে� তার।
�গাপন �ােণ �পন �ত,
মে� নােচন প� ভ�ত !
হ�াংলা হাতী চ�াং–�দালা,
শেূন� তােদর ঠ�াং �তালা।
হ�াংলা হাতী চ�াং–�দালা,
শেূন� তােদর ঠ�াং �তালা ।
মি�রানী পি�রাজ—
দিস� �ছেল ল�ী আজ ।
আিদম কােলর চাঁিদম িহম,
�তাড়ায় বাঁধা �ঘাড়ার িডম।
ঘিনেয় এল ঘেুমর �ঘার,
গােনর পালা সা� �মার।

It was during this period of time that Ray came up with Abol Tabol as his final piece of work
and this is evident in the final poem which serves as the conclusion to the collection. It is
with these lines that Sukumar alongwith the author of this essay (weary from days of
procrastination and reluctant research) takes leave of you.



So tonight,

When you lay your head upon my shoulder,

My mind will flit back 
To a desecrated church in an abandoned daisy field

Rows and rows of pews, 
Home to all, and yet home to none,

An unwavering reminder of my heart;

Come as you wish, leave as you may,

Blood red footprints tracing your path

On the untouched white sheets,

Kneel at the altar,

Say a prayer for the weak, the lonely, the broken, 
But skip the holy water,

The whiskey will always be waiting for you back home, 
Just how you like it,

Burns your throat as it goes down

A firm reminder of all the words you shouldn't have said,

A sword that cuts deep both ways. 
Pick up the battered, worn out leather suitcase, 
Tug at your shackles,

And when you start walking,

Find your way 
To the ancient vineyard by the quarry.

If you look into the old barrels, 
You'll still see the church, our church

The hands of the turret clock slowly turning backwards, 
And around the dilapidated barn it will echo, 
Over and over again, till it breaks you.

Home to all and home to none,

What is lost can never be undone.

And whenever I look back at deserted buildings, 
I'll always remember how good we are at leaving.

And I'll always wonder if it could have been you. 
And I'll always wonder if it was you.

Indrayani Bhadra

The Father, The Son
& The Holy Spirit



Pragya Roy Barman
I am a melody of rage
Each symphony,
A battlecry against a millenia
Of silence.

Point. Shoot. Ignore.
Till my face matches the ones
All around,
And the last that sleeps underground,
Till I have no self
But a picture hanging on a wall
Mourned and grieved
For being too aware 
Of all that's wrong,
Till they forget to spell letters
That made my existence
Greater than their survival.

Point. Shoot.
The skin for being too apparent
Under the brightness of your skies
The gender to try
And breathe new air 
Into lungs made for you alone
The lover who never taught
Their heart the rules
You bore into the world
Every moral that dare to be more human
Than your humanity.

Point. 
At eyes turned defiant
In the fire of dying
At souls sacrificed as reminders
Of the war left to fester
At reflections of change 
Rippling through entire generations,
Too tired to bear burdens of hate
Against the same flesh and bone
Shared as a home.

Battle Cries of Silence



My Therapist Is The Worst
Of Them All

I took the outstretched Marlboro and made myself

comfortable. The days Dr. Patel lets me smoke in her office

are the days when she takes her one hour session for three

hours. After a year of therapy, I had gotten used to her ways

but the aftermath of it still left me reeling.

"So, why did you bunk the class photoshoot?"

I smiled, "These days you need reasons to skip school?" 

She was used to me evading her question. I took a drag from

my cigarette and stared back at her. She stayed silent. Today

wasn't a good day. My body was trembling, barely able to

contain my breaths. She knew it. So, I decided to make it

easy for the both of us.

"I didn't want to take a picture."

This time, she smiled. "And why is that?"

Another puff. "You know why."

"Why don't you tell me if what I know is correct."

"I am pretty sure it is," I snarled. She was getting on my

nerves and at this rate I would finish the whole packet before

she decided to let me go.

Pragya Roy Burman



"Well I am not. Would you please help me with

the details?"

"No." 

"And why not?"

Three more puffs. And silence. 

"Pragya?"

The Marlboro was almost burnt to the filter

so I dropped it in the ashtray and got up to

lean against the window. There was a little

boy jumping on the puddles from yesterday's

rain. He kept looking at either side every other

minute.

"What are you doing?"

"Looking." It seemed like he was waiting for

something. He kept glancing at his wristwatch. 

"At what?"

"Not sure." Suddenly he ran full force into an

elderly man. They almost toppled over with the

onslaught. Then the man picked up the boy and

squeezed him into himself. I turned around. The

moment felt too private to invade.

Dr. Patel had been watching me throughout. 



"Because I can't talk about it, okay? I can't tell

you that I still can't sleep, scared that someone

will jump at me from inside my own room. I can't

remind you that the reason I am here is because

my teachers caught me being harassed by my

classmates. I can't tell you that I loathe taking the

pills, scared that they would stop me from hating

myself one day and then I wouldn't know what

else to feel. I can't tell you that I flinch every time

someone takes a picture or a camera is pointed my

way, worried I'd ruin it for everyone or someone

will look at it on their off days and point each and

everyone of my flaws out and laugh. I can't... " I

was heaving at this point, afraid to look at her. 

"Pragya you can't bleed yourself out like this."

I knew what she meant but since I didn't want to,

I put up my arms as a half-ass attempt to joke.

"Where is the blood?"

She looked at me with this pitiful annoyance and

I wanted to never face her again. "The scars that

don't show bleed the most."



THERE SHALL BE NO
MORE FLOWERS

NIMRAT KAUR

Nana  is  sick.  My  mother  thinks  I  might  be particularly  

disturbed  about  it,  so  she  is  letting  me stay  home 

 today. It  is  true,  my  innocence  ends  here. 

I  am  forbidden  to  go  to  nana’s  room,  forbidden  to  eat  

anything  except  what  is  in  the  microwave  and

forbidden  to  go  down  to  the  basement .

 I do so anyway. In the cupboard under the stairs of the

basement, I pick up a small cardboard box, quite heavy for

its size. It weighs down a little extra for the guilt of

disobeying my mother. In the kitchen I fill up a bowl of

cereal and take them both up to nana’s room.

 “Aah, my girl. You have finally broken a rule. Come, give

me the box.” It is true that I have broken a rule: always

obey your parents. In my defense, nana asked me to do it

and she is mother’s mother. Technically, I am obeying my

parents. “Aren’t you going to ask me what is in the box?”

I shake my head no.

“They have killed curiosity completely in your generation.
Come, I’ll show you.” She takes out a jar from the box. It
is clear and I can see inside it: a bent green stick and an
oddly shaped ball on the top.

Before I am reprimanded again, I ask, “What is that?”

“That is a flower. A calla lily, to be exact.” 

“Flower” I repeat. It feels odd to say it. my teeth meet my
lower lip like a car over a speed bumper. “I salvaged it
after the great cleaning. it is the last flower your
grandfather gave me.” 

The great cleaning was destruction of all things that
cause sin. It happened when Nana was young, like
mother. “But nana, it must mean that it's f...f….for
forbidden.” I shudder. To report a sin is a noble thing to
do, but to report nana is different.

 “So you have been told my girl.”.
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I see Nana now, really see her. Her eyes are old,

more like buttons.  her skin is papery and her

voice is hoarse from coughing all night. When

she reaches into the box again, I see why

someone would risk punishment. The tenderness

with which she caresses the lid of the box  and

pulls out  a book, that look of admiration.

 It must be really old because I can’t see the

letters in the front. But it is far too small to be a

rule book, although they are the only printed

things which still exist. Standard size 11. I do

not point it out, but that is also forbidden. She

pushes it towards me. If I take it, it will mean

that I too have sinned.

“ Go on, take it you brainwashed child.”  Our

eyes meet, nana’s cold hard grey stare pierces

me, adding a guilt far heavier than that of

breaking a rule. I take it. “It  is not  a sin to

appreciate beautiful things” she says. Inside, on

each page is a flower, as nana called it, flat and

dull but still full of hues.

 “Go on. Take a good look. Your mother will

burn it once I am frozen in the graveyard.” The

pages are the tint of nana’s skin. There are bits

of the flowers falling off in places. “ Take a

good look,”  nana says again, her voice drowsier

than  a moment before,” when I am gone, there

shall be no more flowers, no more flowers.” She

drifts off. 

I put the jar and the book back in the box and

return it to the cupboard under the stairs of the

basement. I have broken rules. I have seen and

touched forbidden things. I have sinned. 

 Although I have made nana happy, I have

sinned. At least, I have made Nana happy.



Long after I have read and analyzed the rule book to find loopholes, I repeat

these words. I repeat them after nana is frozen in the graveyard. Mother has

already burned the book of flowers and broken the jar.

The look on her face was on the opposite side of the spectrum from Nana's face

when she handed me the book. Although I have broken enough rules for a

lifetime, I pick up the lone calla lily petal which escaped the incinerator and

take it to my window.

It was under the carpet. I blow on it like mother blows on my scraped knee.

“You were right nana, there shall be no more flowers.” I let the petal go with

the wind, off towards the city. There shall be no more flowers.



Stitch.
Rayan Chakrabarti

Forget me,

Living alone,

Weeping alone. 

Falling and waking.

Dreaming about the Kill.

Where the predator tenses his muscles,

Post-Salivation.

Mid-air frozen, koel death,

Songs depart in the Ministry of  Prenatal

Execution,

 but only the day before

Dusk had stitched

The sinews of October.

Kashful, horizon

Sudden, loneliness departs, 

like someone brewed 

flowers, to adorn the newly dead.

Stumble, razor slash and burn,

like someone set a field full of 

Kashful on fire. 

Dreamt, of days spent near the Goddess,

 Today, the impotence of the festival shines

through, Where people slit throats, knowingly. 

And one by one, each kashful whisper,

in quiet revolution, breaks away to greet 

The Third Eye.



THE HISTORY
OF JAZZ pt 1

Ayush Chakraborty
What is jazz?

  I apologise for beginning with a question like this – one that begs endless hours of philosophising. But I wish to

answer this, for it has been at the back of my mind ever since I started listening to jazz. Maybe this is futile,

maybe the entire article is in vain, maybe a conclusion can never really be reached. But maybe through this

series, both you and I can come to a better understanding and appreciation of everything that comes together

and everything that came together over the years to create jazz.

  So, what is jazz? The swagger-filled brass sections of the dance hall big bands in the ‘20s? Or is it the

trumpet-esque soaring vocals of Ol’ Blue Eyes? Is it Miles Davis almost playing “the lick” in So What? Is it

the fleeting piano-lines of Oscar Peterson or the mystifying phrasings of Bill Evans? Maybe it is Coltrane

creating the most avant-garde musical works of all time to shy away even the most dogmatic pseudo-

enthusiasts? Or could it be the bare-bones heart-felt spirituals sung by African slaves on the sugarcane fields

of 19thcentury USA? Or is it all of the above and many more? The musical style that was at the heart of the

civil rights movement of the United States, still continues to spur such questions in the minds of people like us

and it makes sense that to answer the question we should start at the beginning of it all.

Before Carlton Kitto played be-bop at Moulin Rouge in Calcutta, before Harry James suggested Frank Sinatra

to become Frankie Satin, before Edward Ellington became a Duke, before a six-year old Louis Armstrong

heard Buddy Bolden blowing out extraordinarily loud notes through his cornet over the radio, we get to

rhythm of the African slaves.



    In the 17th and 18th century, when

slaves were brought to America, they

had to leave all of their possessions

behind except for what they could carry

in their hearts and minds: their

language and their culture. Music was a

big part of African culture. It wasn’t

just a past-time activity they engaged

in. Music was conversational between

slaves who didn’t speak the same

dialect. But moreover, music tied their

souls together as they were forced to

work endless hours of back-breaking

labour at the plantations. Music was the

only thing that kept them going,for it

was the only thing they had after their

freedom and humanity were stripped

away by the colonisers.

Oh, freedom, Oh, freedom, 
Oh,freedom over me
And before I'd be a slave
I'd be buried in my grave 
And go home to my Lord and be free

.                                          - Oh Freedom! by The Golden Gospel Singers

   Rhythm and percussion are hugely emphasised in African music. They form the text of the song. Dance is also

an important aspect of telling stories and expressing emotions. But when the slaves where brought to America,

they weren’t allowed to converse in their native language, let alone use the drums. Forced to work never-ending

hours at the plantations or outside prisons as part of chain gangs, they created special songs to make the labour

bearable at best. They werecalled “spirituals”.

   Spirituals had obvious roots in African rhythm and hymns. They never really were written down, for Africans

were prohibited from learning to read or write. People, when educated, would be harder to control and the slave

owners made sure their slaves never learned anything. Because spirituals weren’t written down, their

instrumentation, lyrics, rhythmic and melodic contour would vary greatly from one person to the next and the

musicians would become well-versed in improvisation as a result of it all



   Spirituals also featured the musical form of call-and-

response. It is in essence, musical conversation between

people. The lead singer of the group or the “caller” starts the

song and leads the group into it. He sets the tone, essentially

orchestrating the entire group of “responders” who follow

the leader with the set lyrics.

The following is a brilliant example of the call-and-response

form of African spirituals. Here, the caller “Lightning” sings

a line and the responders repeat the very line (bracketed),

emulating the emotion with which the caller had sung the

line:

He’s long gone (he’s long gone)
He’s Long John (he’s Long John)
He’s gone, gone (he’s gone, gone)
Like a turkey through de corn (like a turkey through de
corn)
                                         -  Long John by Lightning

    African-American spirituals thus had the starting elements of

jazz: improvisation and call-and-response. They were the

building blocks through which the first proper jazz style was

born - Ragtime.

    Ragtime was America’s popular music at the time. It was the

first African-American type of music to have an influence on

mainstream culture. Despite being created by black musicians,

ragtime expressed emotions and ideas that white audiences

could relate to, and that’s why it became the most popular

music of the era. The exciting new form of music was played

everywhere, from Broadway shows to dance halls and even at

the street corners, all of which introduced the music to greater

audiences. 

    Ragtime was the first African-American music to be recorded

as sheet music. This helped in preserving the legacy and also

helped young black musicians to learn and practise composition

and form in black music. Scott Joplin was a notable ragtime

composer whose works were written down and preserved as

classical compositions. 



     Ragtime grew to be very popular in Southern parts of America, but it caught on really well in New Orleans.

The sea-port community gave ragtime more opportunities than other southern towns to interchange among

people of different cultures and backgrounds. The less-rigid social norms allowed jazz to flourish in the saloons

and dance halls and other places of entertainment. This led to New Orleans becoming the first jazz town.

In the late 1800s, diverse musical ideas coalesced into one another in the Crescent City. The spirituals sung

by slaves in the southern plantations turned into the blues and gospel, the latter being an integral part of

black communities. The African rhythm and percussion mixed with the traditional Spanish dances to

become the habanera, and the first freed slaves formed ragtime. First played on the plantations with

guitars, later developing into piano music with complexity and form.

 All of these styles came together in New Orleans where they were heard by a young Charles Bolden. He had

heard the brass bands in the dance halls, the gospel sung at church, the ragtime in the saloons, and he learned

them, not on the piano, not on the guitar, not through singing, but on his cornet. He adapted the music to be

able to play it on a horn. Since he had no formal training, he would play it all by ear.

He would improvise, making up the

horn lines as he went. And he would

play it loud. Neither are there any

written records of his music, since he

was always an improviser and was

never trained, nor is there any

phonograph recording of him playing,

for he emerged at the dawn of the age

of recorded music, a decade before The

Original Dixieland Jazz Band made

what most consider to be the very first

jazz record. Bolden’s trombonist

claimed that the band did record once,

but that record, if it ever did exist, is

lost to time.

There are no traces of “Buddy” Bolden.

Except for one grainy picture of him

with his band. His entire life lies under

a thick cloud of obscurity. Even his

grave in Holt Cemetery is unknown. It

is quite unfortunate, that the name of

the Father of jazz means so little, if

anything at all, to us now



Bolden’s trombonist Frankie Duson claimed that

he blew the loudest horn in the world. Other

bandmates said that he played the cornet louder

than Louis Armstrong playing the trumpet

through a microphone. The boldness of his playing

and his improvisation helped him to stand out in

the music scene. And it was not long before he was

named the King of New Orleans music. He would

improvise passages in existing songs. He may or

may not have done so, due to his inability to play

them as written, but barring the needless details,

the public loved it. He became the name everyone

knew in the local music scene, with suggestive

songs in his band's repertoire such as Make Me a

Pallet on the Floor and Funky Butt, the latter being

their signature song. Funky Butt was later adapted

by Jerry Roll Morton as Buddy Bolden’s Blues,

which gives us an idea of how his band must have

sounded like. Apart from improvisation, he

brought to the table, a new rhythm known as The

Big Four. Taking the already popular “march”

rhythm and putting an African rhythm on top of

it, Buddy created the syncopated rhythm which is

known today as a “Hambone”. This sort of rhythm

was a gift, for it made space for improvisers, like

Buddy himself, to go absolutely wild with their

imaginations. 

Buddy Bolden’s life as a musician and as the King

of New Orleans music was short lived. When he

was just 30 years old in 1907, he suffered from a

psychotic episode and was soon admitted to a

mental institution after three arrests caused by his

increasing mental distress. He was admitted to the

State Insane Asylum in Jackson, La. What he

suffered from then, is now known as

schizophrenia. He spent the rest of his life in that

institution. After his first arrest, for attacking his

mother who he thought had poisoned him, his life

went downhill. He became erratic and unreliable,

damaging his relationship with the band. He made

his last public appearance, at a parade on Labour

Day.



The story of Buddy Bolden never ended with his death. His life served as a sort of creation myth for the

genre of jazz and the people who played it. Bolden’s life was at the same time, both tragic and enthralling.

Born in the harsh black neighbourhoods of New Orleans, climbing his way to the throne of New Orleans

music, only to live his last days in oblivion, Bolden became a hero to musicians overcoming adversities,

only to face more. His life was mythologised ever since he stopped playing. Myth is a part of culture, and

the culture of jazz is no exception to it. The legends of King Bolden started through word of mouth. They

were created and passed on by people who had known him or had seen him play. We idolise our heroes by

making myths about them, adding on to each story as it gets passed on. It is how the legacy lives on. It is

how we remember our heroes, through entrancing legends of their actions, their words and their

suffering; and Charles Buddy Bolden is no less than a hero. Myths about him spread throughout the

century since he stopped playing. We’ve never heard him play, we’ve never even seen him, apart from

what is less than a picture of him holding his cornet. But we’ve heard about him. We’ve been told stories

about him, stories first passed on by the people who knew him, the people who heard him play and people

who played alongside him.

In November 4th 1931, Buddy dies in the

institution. While he spent his last days in the

asylum, the music he helped to invent was finally

named as Jazz in 1916. He was less than a

memory when it happened in 1916. In 1918, the

Original Dixieland Jazz Band released the first

jazz record. In the Roarin’ 20s, Louis Armstrong

and his Hot Five attained world fame. All of this

took place while Bolden suffered alone in the

asylum. The music he gave birth to develops into

the music of America, while he stayed lonesome in

the institution. And in 1931, when Louis

Armstrong triumphantly returned to his

hometown for thee first time after leaving in 22’,

Buddy Bolden dies

I be so glad (aha) when the sun goes down(when the sun goes down)
I be so glad (aha) when the sun goes down(when the sun goes down)
I ain't all that sleepy but(aha)I wanna lie down (I wanna lie down)
I ain't all that sleepy but (aha) I wanna lie down(I wanna lie down)
                                        - I be so glad... When the sun goes down by Ed Lewis, a part of a chain gang.

In the 2019 film “Bolden”, we are told about a fictional manager named Bartley, who tries to convince

Bolden into recording and selling his music. Though the film took liberties with the story of Buddy,

fictional aspects such as the above help us to look through the eyes of jazz musicians. The manager

storyline represents a common conflict of all jazz musicians. 



Another one of the myths the film explores, is a

tale about how Buddy Bolden parachuted on to a

segregated audience whilst playing his cornet. His

powerful, melodic lines captivated the audience

and they gravitated towards him as he landed on

to the ground. This myth serves as a metaphor,

talking about how jazz simply dropped from the

sky and blew the whole world away, changing

popular culture forever.

Musicians have, in their own way,

immortalised the name of Buddy Bolden.

Tributes have been paid by a lot of jazz

legends such as Sidney Bechet, Jerry Roll

Morton, Wynton Marsalis and Duke

Ellington.

Born with a silver trumpet in his mouth
He played the horn before he talked

Born on the after beat
He patted his foot before walked

- Hey, Buddy Bolden by Duke Ellington 

The true story of Buddy Bolden, is perhaps

something that we’ll never know. Maybe

someday somebody will unearth his life. But

will that ever matter? Maybe that one

phonograph record will pop back into re-

existence. But will it ever change anything?

For even if there were records of Buddy

Bolden playing, it wouldn’t make a

difference. For I have heard him play.

Polyphonic in a video on YouTube said

something that resonated with me:

“I have heard Buddy Bolden play in the vast

ripples of music, that spread ever outwards

from New Orleans and spread even further to

this day. I don’t need to hear Buddy Bolden’s

music because I’ve heard his story a thousand

times. Because the story of Buddy Bolden is the

story of jazz”



    I can hear him through the cries of the African slaves, toiling away in the plantations. I can hear him

through the jig piano played in the saloons of New Orleans.  I hear stories about him through the brass

sections in the big bands of the 20s and the 30s. I hear his name, echoing in Oscar Peterson’s

improvisational solos. I feel his presence in the warm trumpet lines of Miles Davis and through

Coltrane’s sax. I see him, walking on the streets of 70s Calcutta, and trailing after him are the loud,

powerful notes from his cornet and the smoke from his cigarette.

The story of Buddy Bolden may be the story of jazz. But it doesn’t end with him. For jazz wasn’t created

by a single individual. And here I contradict an earlier statement I made, about him giving birth to it.

Though he did contribute a great deal, jazz was also made by the hundreds of unnamed musicians

playing in the sweaty dance halls, the alluring brothels, the rickety saloons and the dusty street corners.

The story of jazz is the story of everyone who found it, loved it and played it. The story of jazz lies in the

lives of its musicians and in the legacy of humanity itself. For there is nothing more human than jazz

itself.

So, what is jazz?

I apologise for ending with the same question I started with. I’ll go even further and apologise for ending

with a similar choice of language and form that I started this article with. But shifting our gaze from the

unnecessary details, I still am in no way close to finding the answer. I understood the story of jazz and I

hope I’ve been able to make you understand it as well, for I have been learning alongside you. This is as

much of an exploration for me as it is for you. But it doesn’t stop here. I shall continue to dive, deeper

into the story and the intricacies of jazz, exploring the romantic in the stoic that I claim to be. And I hope

you’ll be coming along. For this is the start of something rather earnest and profound.



ARANYA SEN

AN  INTERV IEW  BY  ANURAAG  DAS  SARMA  &  AYUSH

CHAKRABORTY

1) You have made a bunch of short films, even experimenting with stop motion
animation. What do you think was the toughest project you ever undertook?

Aranya Sen is a 17-year-old independent filmmaker from Kolkata, India, and a published author

of the internationally sold book "Caldera's Dream." He is a visual storyteller with years of youth

in application and accolades towards the craft of the Arts. Moved and absorbed primarily by

Film, with the ambition to pursue, master, and excel in the industries of Cinema, Theatre, and

Literature.

The toughest project I have undertaken has to be the stop motion animation, “Little Snowy”.

There’s evident reason for this - (1) It takes a big production team including artists and

cinematographers, separate in the work space to ensure a smooth stop motion (2) It requires

superior equipment and box cameras in order to give it the element of animation. I had none of

this, obviously. The role of the artist and technician was manifested into one person. In a turn of

more tragedy, I had lost my tripod. I replaced the tripod with a cranky old chair with books that

would elevate to the eye level. It was a 4-5 day production of 6 hours, 900+ frames, 20+

characters, 25+ angles, 50+ props, 10+ handcrafted sets using natural resources at home and a

phone torch for lighting; all for barely a 5 minute long duration. This effort at stop motion

animation and narrative was purely born out of a willingness to experiment and learn. Though

the project was economical and had few hiccups, I’m glad I pushed myself to learn something

new.



2) What influenced your most recent film "My Neighbour's Window"? How
was the film shaped? How did the idea come to you and how did you go about
shooting the film?

So, at this juncture of a gap year after having graduated from school, I am applying to many film

schools for my undergrad. Most film schools require a creative submission as part of a huge

portfolio. I had many films at my disposal, but I was sure that my most recent project would also

be the most mature version of me. “My Neighbour’s Window” was also my first narrative and

experimental screenplay for short fiction and drama. It was born out of a soundless thought I had

one day staring at a closed window across my parent’s bedroom. What I later envisioned was a

more philosophical narrative under the lines of Camus, Sartre & Russell. The closed window is

only a cloth covering the subject matter. Hence, the subject matter is stripped of all its order. Our

intrinsic perceptions only insist us to ascribe it with thought and character. Much like society. The

idea was for a book and not a film, with detailed caricatures and literary research on how nothing

in truth is natural or intrinsic. All institutions, thought, ethics, society and its dynamics are

perceptions and conditioned spectrums on how binary and polar our understandings truly are. The

narrative for the book was very different, however a common consensus was reached on the part of

irony. How ironic is it in this established Doxa that if in truth, I actually established it, all I was

trying to portray is itself, not intrinsic. It somehow, in some spectrum, falls under the ironic and

conditioned binary of thought. And that interested me, cinematically. Due to Covid, The film was

shot in a day, using resources that were available to us. That meant an economical production with

no additional spending and hired actors. Just one cinematographer, me and a screenplay with the

detailed sequencing shots to shoot. The editing was done in a week’s time. Probably, the longest I

ever took to edit a short film.



One would always place an artist to have sophisticated and eccentric fancies. As much as I want to

say German Expressionism, Nouvelle Vague holds a fancy to me, it really doesn’t. The thing with

movements is that they redefine and gather impetus to an art. It doesn’t really establish anything.

If I limit myself to finding a fancy in film movements, I will be a prisoner of time and grammar.

Though I immensely respect German expressionists. Talk about Robert Wiene’s The Cabinet of

Dr. Caligari or Fitz Lang’s Metropolis; these are established curricula if you wish to understand

greater aesthetics and the grammar of Cinema. Eisenstein as well, stands as an absolute hero to

me. If one wishes to understand editing, one must really dissect Battleship Potemkin; especially

the Odessa step sequence and the juxtaposition shot of the lions for the first grammar of the

editing montage. Apart from that, my heroes are Luis Buñuel, Tarkovsky, Robert Bresson, Satyajit

Ray, Kurosawa, Wong Kar-wai, Vittorio De Sica, Woody Allen, Damien Chazelle and much

more.

3) What do you believe to be the most important movement in filmmaking?
Who are your personal heroes?

4) Since you're based out of Calcutta, does the city influence you? Does the
Ray-Ghatak-Sen culture of the city have an effect on you?

Definitely. The city has an artistic spark of its own, deeply innate in its textures and its third

world aesthetics. A sense of humility, art in the ordinary and a community to be proud of. On

top of that, Calcutta is enriching cinematically. The Ray-Ghatak-Sen, more than a culture, is

an artistic impetus to me. The city has produced cinematic gods and a young filmmaker could

only be proud and confident in his pursuits. One may term it a “Colonial Hangover” in my

pursuit to study abroad and perhaps settle abroad but it is due to a con of the city as well. As

much as it is enriching, it is also very stagnant today. Blatantly romanticising Kolkata will

only harm its history but surely, in this pursuit to find my art, I will return and contribute to a

city that has been my home and my artistic impetus.



5) What do you think of the current scene of
cinema - both in Bengal and outside?
I am immensely captivated by the era of Cinema we live

in today. It is not bordered by privilege, niche, or a

structured narrative. The best part about Cinema today is

that it has no movement, therefore it has a larger artistic

spectrum. The current scene of Cinema worldwide is

extremely promising and equally competitive. A genius

who is 11 years old could shoot a feature film in his/her

backyard. The modern Stanley Kubrick could be your

neighbour with the piled up dusty DVDs of world

cinema. Cinema is becoming a social chauffeur who is

driving the momentum of society. However, like any

other art, Cinema requires validation and taste in order

to progress. Here in Bengal, it is absolutely stagnant and

often bogus. The reason why we have a box office that

is only known to the people within the border, is

because we have failed to create another tasteful

creative momentum. Unless that attitude of the Bengali

audience transforms to a more open visual taste, we will

fail to progress in Cinema. But outside Bengal, even in

Mumbai, the scene is very promising. A film can reverse

a public opinion, spark a shift in school of thought, if

powerful. Today and tomorrow, Cinema will be the

greatest art to ever exist.

6) What would you say differentiates
Commercial film from Art film, and can a
so-called Arthouse Film ever be
commercial?
Commercial films and Art films are separated by a very

thin line of production and grammar. Art films are

usually independent films which are produced and

distributed outside the basic big budget studio spectrum.

You can guess how commercial films are produced.

However, both of them can find a place in the box

office despite of their roots. 



Any film that is sophisticated, neo-aesthetic and defies cinematic grammar is believed to be an art

film while films that are of an institutional formulae are believed to be a commercial film. This can

be quite wrong as both can definitely compliment each other. Art Films have kept establishing a

place in the commercial bracket for a long time now. The Academy Awards has seen a rise in

independent films. The cohesion of art and commercial films rests on how it is liked by the audience.

At the end of the day, a film cannot be too sophisticated that it beguiles the audience. When an Art

film achieves breaking the rules and finding a common ground in approachable cinematic narrative,

it achieves commercial success.

7) Your work contains subtle references to a lot of philosophical stalwarts. Who
would you say had the most influence on your creative process - both visually
and in a more literary sense?

My work at this early stage is only an imprint of my growth as a person. My likings and investment

in philosophy and literature is reflected in my work as well. Bukowski has given the  visual and

narrative element to appreciate the most sordid of visuals as ordinary art. Nietzsche has made me

ponder on the visual philosophy of existential ethics. Russell has induced the power of philosophical

irony into my work. But none of them have a sole influence on me. The influence in my work is

formed by my experiences, happenings and understanding. Though, philosophy is something I wish

to transcend into cinematic grammar.



8) You've directed, edited, produced your
own films (much like a Mr. Tommy Wiseau,
albeit with talent). What is your favorite
part of making a film?

Well, to be honest, Tommy Wiseau was a house of

talent. I am not demeaning myself, but my efforts

at directing, editing and producing my own films is

because of the economical factor. I am too young

to be making films in the first place. Secondly, I

had to sustain my efforts in mastering everything

because I didn’t have another option. Lastly, film is

a collective effort culminating in the genius of a

team. The greater the film, the greater the crew. I

will always prefer working in a team than working

alone.

9) Apart from filmmaking, you’ve been a
writer throughout your life and are even a
paid and published author. What would
you say has inspired your writing style
and would you say that writing has had an
effect on you?

My first expression was writing before it could

understand the grammar of films. My writing has

been heavily inspired by Bukowski in my earlier

efforts to be an edgy poet, I’m not going to lie. But

later, my writing shun as a unique rhythm to mine’s

own. Though I still keep reading a lot. Pamuk,

Gibran, Dickinson, Van Gogh’s Letters, Ginsberg,

Pessoa are daily fancies in my room. My writing style

is innate and a clear stride towards capturing human

poetry. And only growth and time, improves what

that narrative of my writing is.



10) As a young man with a certain love for travel, what has been the best part of
your journeys? How has it affected you as an artist?

The love for travel was born out of a clear luxury that my parents loved investing in a lot. Therefore, due

to that privilege, I got to travel to 22 countries in 18 years of living. The best part of my journeys has

definitely been the people. I do ardently believe that one who travels the world is a more complete human

being than the one who doesn’t. Despite my nihilistic, anti-hedonist approach at things, I am sure about

the importance of traveling. Meeting people, immersing myself into an alien culture, different

perceptions, art and experience that have touched my soul has induced a connectivity to the world. I

always identify as a global citizen before I identify myself as a native to a country. My art will always be

based on commonality and a sense to connect all of us, in human poetry.

11) How does it feel to look back on where you started? What do you consider to be
your greatest achievement?
This question is coincidentally a film school application question as well, in one of my portfolios. But

since I can be honest here, it requires a pedestal I haven’t reached yet. I am merely in my teens, learning

and growing. I haven’t mastered my art as of yet, one can never. But to look back at the few validating

accords that I treasure, one of them would be earning a shortlisted film at INTACH’s Film It India

Project by the Ministry of Culture as the youngest filmmaker, at the age of 12. It is very difficult to pin

a single achievement but performing in the Academy of Fine Arts at the age of 14 in the famed Naye

Natua theatre group under the tutelage of renowned theatrician, Gautam Haldar was an absolute delight.

Above all, something I truly treasure, keeping all the accords in its place, are consecutive Debate

Championships and the Blue Coat I received in my high school for Performing Arts. It is a historic

recognition and highest distinction awarded for demonstrated prowess. A real honour that has given the

momentum and belief that no matter the ground, I can always sprout into a better being. When I look

back, I can trace my growth. I’ve come a long way, overcoming illness, trauma and setbacks. But

there’s still a long way to go and I’m ready.



12) Would you mind telling us about your play “Arav” and what went into making
it?

So the play was called “The Necklace” and among the two leading roles, one was “Arav”. I

performed the character. Wrote the original script and co directed the Musical Major Production for

the final year in high school with a cast and crew body of over 180 students and 20 teachers heading

designated departments. The play called “The Necklace” portrayed a story of two friends separated

by privilege, politics and wealth, united by a city and place of their childhood called the necklace, in a

narrative despite their differences, standing common in the pursuit of love and happiness. A

production involving intensive developments, learning and growth in drama, production design, stage

effects, lighting, sound design, production management and music.

13) This year has been hard on us all. With the coronavirus and the lockdowns,
our lives have gone through innumerable changes. How has COVID-19 and the
lockdown affected you and your art? Have you found a way around it?

COVID has been an incredibly saddening phenomenon. Though, it hasn’t resulted in any economic

or personal tragedy in my life, it surely has in others. The lockdown has definitely changed a huge

chunk of me. An outgoing extroverted party-goer has exited the scene. A lot of introspections within

the corners of my room and a lot of solitude has made me understand myself. Though I can never

understand me wholly. This is of course a mere privileged bubble of realizations in the wake of a

pandemic that has done others more traumatic demolition. This pandemic has mostly seen me

working my sweat off for film school applications and my art is, as always, growing. When it comes

to mental health, I am affected with a lot of anxiety and few returning tremors of a former diagnosed

illness. However, all of it is innate and natural to me. Without it, I can hardly function and continue

in this race of thought and art.



14)What are your plans for the future? What is Mr. Aranya Sen’s next step, if I
may put it that way?

Plans for the future - Get into Film School. Learn and master. Make Films. Learn and master. Write.

Learn and master. Get a home. Get a dog. And keep raising my bars to greater ambitions. All are

subject to market risks (haha). But I’m willing to take it, to see how far I can pull myself to achieving

my ambitions.

15) Could you give a word of advice to our readers? Advice for people of a similar
age, looking to get into filmmaking.

This answer again, requires a pedestal I haven’t reached it but if one resonates with my work, I would

be glad to give my advice with a quote I came across in a forgotten video of an Italian sculptor -

“There is freedom in the mastery of what you’ve been given”. Read that again. If you love films, if

you love making films, there is no barrier to the freedom of mastery that is ascribed to you. Get

creative and be willing to sacrifice in order to make art. Don’t, please don’t copy other filmmakers. It

will only get you the clout but never the spark. Get inspired but believe in your unique narrative. Film

is all about learning. The more you learn in theory and in practice, the better you are at making films.

It is not the easiest of the Arts but it is, today, the most plausible. On a final note, there is no set pattern

or a guarantee to a successful formula of art. I have spent sleepless nights trying to figure it out. But

there’s none. There’s just a belief in yourself, a faith in your narrative, a quiet, faint, light at the

avenue that everything, as long as you’re supremely dedicated, will be worth it.
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